2010 volkswagen routan se reviews

This is an update on my previous posts. Recently at miles I noticed the oil pressure light was
flashing in my Routan. After inspecting the dipstick I was surprised to see that the car had very
little oil, so I ended up adding 2. I was surprised because I have never missed any of my
scheduled maintenance. When I took the car to the dealer they said that they have seen this
issue with these vans. And the recommendation was to check the oil level every miles. They
said these vans burn oil in average 1 quart every miles. For your info, I have changed my engine
oil in average every miles when the light had indicated that it is time to do so. The faux metal
strip is convincing and is more refined compared to cheesy faux wood. Seats are comfortable
and operation of controls are intuitive. The ride is quiet and taut with good steering input. The 3.
We live close to the Sierras and the van performs adequately going up steep grades although
the engine will rev at higher RPMs. Shifts to the lower gear are nearly imperceptible. Hey people,
we should be proud of our own products. Anyway, based on my analysis, the handling is
decent, it has enough power to pass slow moving cars. I dont have problems changing lanes,
the side mirror is a good size and its adequately placed. I dont have problems with my blind
spot side. It feels that you are in control in the road. My family loves it. Dont get the overpriced
Sienna and Odyssey. Save your extra money for vacation. This van is great for the family its
wonderful for the kids and it has plenty of room. My kids love this van they are always saying
that it is the most roomy and they are super comfortable in this van. I use this for my kids when
they have sports it has all the room i need to carry all the chairs and all the other equipment
that's fio sure any big family would love this car. Pricing is good to. Big disappointment about
reliability of the mini van that was relied heavily as family vehicle especially in transporting our
grandkids to and from school. The van was purchased in new and the first safety concerned
was a vibration of the body when the brake was applied. Problem was fixed as a factory defect
and later we have to take it back to dealership for a number of alarms in the instrumentation
panel. Lately, we noticed a white smoke coming from the engine, and had it towed back to the
dealership to replaced a part of the cooling system that caused the coolant to leak. Question is I
would not recommend buying this model to anyone. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Routan. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Routans for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Routan. Sign Up. The Volkswagen Routan is an
improvement over the Chrysler minivans it's based on. Even before the term "minivan" was
coined, Volkswagen had such a vehicle in the form of the Microbus, that lovable, slow-as-a-snail
but roomy box-on-wheels favored by surfer dudes and Deadheads. After the Microbus came the
Vanagon and the Eurovan, the latter of which ran through the '90s and into the early s. However,
after -- the Eurovan's last year -- VW had nothing to offer minivan shoppers. The gap was finally
filled last year when VW brought out the Routan. Most of the VW's body panels are shared with
its American cousins, though the Volkswagen features a slightly different look via the
company's familiar headlight and grille design, as well as unique taillights. And though most of
the interior components are likewise common among the trio, the Routan does boast a more
elegant dashboard. Chrysler's innovative Stow 'n Go and Swivel 'n Go second-row seats can't
be had in the Routan, but VW makes up for that with superior second-row seat comfort. The
third-row seats still fold into the floor to ease loading of larger cargo. Mechanically, there are
only minimal changes. The engines and transmissions are all the same, though VW tuned the
suspension to provide more refined handling and ride qualities. There are enough changes on
the reasonably priced VW Routan to make it the best of the three. But that's like saying
"Revenge of the Sith" is the best of the "Star Wars" movie prequels. Chrysler's myriad quality
issues with its latest minivans don't bode well for the Routan, and even putting that attribute
aside, this is not a segment-leading minivan to begin with. It's a competent people mover with a
hint of European flair, but rival models like the Honda Odyssey, Kia Sedona and Toyota Sienna
will serve the typical minivan buyer better. Base S models come standard with inch steel
wheels, full power accessories, tri-zone air-conditioning, cruise control and keyless entry. The
SE adds inch alloy wheels, power-sliding rear doors, upgraded V-tex upholstery, heated front
seats and tri-zone manual climate control. This trim's standard features list also includes
power-adjustable pedals, an eight-way power driver seat, removable second-row captain's
chairs, rear sunshades, Bluetooth and an upgraded audio system with a six-CD changer. The SE
with RSE rear seat entertainment adds a rear-seat entertainment system as well as a power
liftgate and satellite radio. The SE with RSE and Navigation adds -- you guessed it -- a
hard-drive-based navigation system with digital music storage capability and a back-up camera.
The SEL comes standard with the navigation system, power liftgate and satellite radio. You also
get a larger engine, a towing preparation package with a load-leveling rear suspension ,
foglights, remote engine start, a sunroof, leather upholstery, a power-folding third-row seat and
heated seats for the first and second rows. The SEL can also be equipped with the rear-seat

entertainment system it also includes an extra display screen. The top-of-the-line SEL Premium
includes all that plus xenon headlights, auto-dimming exterior mirrors, a nine-speaker premium
audio system, an eight-way power passenger seat, driver-seat memory functions, a volt AC
power outlet and rear park assist. Both engines come with a six-speed automatic transmission.
Surprisingly, the smaller 3. The latter also provides superior acceleration from zero to 60 mph -8. The Volkswagen Routan comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control and
full-length side curtain airbags. In government crash tests, the Routan scored a perfect five
stars in all frontal and side-impact categories. Likewise, in Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety testing, the Routan scored the best possible rating of "Good" in frontal-offset and
side-impact crash tests. Volkswagen says the Routan evinces "European ride and handling
characteristics. For such a large conveyance, the Routan acquits itself fairly well on twisty
roads; it also swallows most bumps and ruts without complaint. However, its driving dynamics
still remain a step or two behind the segment-leading Honda Odyssey's. The interior remains
quiet at highway speeds, and the 4. The hoary 3. VW spruced up the Routan's Dodge-sourced
interior with a revised dash layout, including a modified center stack and Volkswagen's
trademark red-and-blue backlighting. The Routan lacks Dodge's innovative Stow 'n Go and
Swivel 'n Go second-row seats, but at least its conventional seats are firm and ideally shaped
for proper support. The third-row bench folds flat into the floor, while the second-row bench or
captain's chairs can be removed for serious hauling duty. VW claims the Routan can carry up to
cubic feet of cargo -- that's about average for a minivan, which is to say, it's gigantic. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Volkswagen Routan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Routan lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Interior tweaks
can't mask ho-hum Chrysler roots, slow and inefficient base engine. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more.
Write a review See all 33 reviews. This is an update on my previous posts. Recently at miles I
noticed the oil pressure light was flashing in my Routan. After inspecting the dipstick I was
surprised to see that the car had very little oil, so I ended up adding 2. I was surprised because I
have never missed any of my scheduled maintenance. When I took the car to the dealer they
said that they have seen this issue with these vans. And the recommendation was to check the
oil level every miles. They said these vans burn oil in average 1 quart every miles. For your info,
I have changed my engine oil in average every miles when the light had indicated that it is time
to do so. Read less. The faux metal strip is convincing and is more refined compared to cheesy
faux wood. Seats are comfortable and operation of controls are intuitive. The ride is quiet and
taut with good steering input. The 3. We live close to the Sierras and the van performs
adequately going up steep grades although the engine will rev at higher RPMs. Shifts to the
lower gear are nearly imperceptible. Hey people, we should be proud of our own products.
Anyway, based on my analysis, the handling is decent, it has enough power to pass slow
moving cars. I dont have problems changing lanes, the side mirror is a good size and its
adequately placed. I dont have problems with my blind spot side. It feels that you are in control
in the road. My family loves it. Dont get the overpriced Sienna and Odyssey. Save your extra
money for vacation. This van is great for the family its wonderful for the kids and it has plenty of
room. My kids love this van they are always saying that it is the most roomy and they are super
comfortable in this van. I use this for my kids when they have sports it has all the room i need to
carry all the chairs and all the other equipment that's fio sure any big family would love this car.
Pricing is good to. See all 33 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Routan. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of
5 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Routan. Sign Up. It is clunky, hard to park, very hot it's
black , has light leather interior which stains easily and worst of all it has really awful gas
mileage. A lot of things have gone wrong with it since I purchased it in Even though it only has
60, miles, it seems like every time I take it in for an oil change there is something costly wrong

with it. As long as the engine is original Deutsche product, I recomand to every family. It is
Volks Wagon public van however , most reutans have Chrysler engines, short life time, more
trouble. I would not recommend any VW vehicle because of the issues I have had with the
company. At 18k miles my router began to shake while at idle. I took it in to the dealership
because it was still under warranty. After 2 weeks at the dealership the mechanic agreed there
was a issue but was unable to do anything about it because the warranty company would not
allow him to do further diagnostics because there were no engine light or codes. After taking
the van back to the dealer a few times I ended up going to a mechanic and paid out of pocket to
get it fixed. By then the damage had been done and the entire engine had to be replaced. I will
never purchase another VW. Since having the engine replaced I have had no issues with the
van. I have the sell premium trim level. Everything is still in excellent working order. It has miles
on it and we've replaced the tires twice, done the brakes 4 times, had the transmission serviced
at 50k miles, and regular oil changes. I have gotten many compliments on the car but still
wouldn't recommend it. I love my Volkswagen Routan. It is spacious, has all leather seats that
are perfect for kids and easy clean up! My van is equipped with a DVD system, my children
enjoy it for long car rides. I have a backup camera that comes in hand. Seats lay flat for space in
the back. I haven't seen any problem with this van, it run fantastic and I only change oil put gas
and go, also it is a very recommended vehicle for all type of ages from 18 and over and also the
van have a great loading capacity since bikes from the children to some kind of furniture. It is a
great vehicle and has lasted a very long time over 10 years. It is very old, however, and might
need replacing very soon as it is not in the best shape at the moment. It still drives well and is
fairly easy to manage, but it has been through a lot. I love the leather seats with built in heat. I
love the tv and DVD system. I really like that I can load music directly into the system.
Headlights Lights are not automatic, I have to turn switch on and off, Every Time needed.
Second row seats are not adjustable, they have one position only and is not the most
comfortable, especially when going on long trips. Otherwise it's been a good car. It's
comfortable and drives well. Great minivan. Overall it has been a good car. A few things have
gone wrong, like the inner molded door panel on one of the sliding back door has gotten
warped over the years and sometimes disrupts the sliding mechanism. Also, the retractable
blinds on the sliding doors no longer retract. The DVD player has needed to be repaired a few
times because of malfunction errors. The leather seats have held up really well. The seat
warmers still work like a charm! The speakers still work very well also. We have had no major
parts fail, like engine, transmission, brakes, anything like that, just minor upgrades and
maintenance over the years. Overall, I'd say I've been very pleased with my van! The general
feel and feeling while driving is nice. Not too top heavy or bulky and I've grow. To like the
backup cam and the push button open doors. My biggest dislike is it can only go to the foreign
car mechanic and that when it gets cold the auto doors don't want to function correctly and
even manually trying to open or close doors becomes difficult. Everything is nice actually.
Smooth running cars. Burns gas more than a small vehicle but not too bad. Had to get a new
gas cap and spark plugs but nothing major has been a problem yet. Nice luxury feel to it on the
inside. Seats 7 and has tons of space under the seats. I bought it used and it has had nothing
but problems. I have already replaced the transmission, oil pan, window latches, brakes,
battery, and many other things on this minivan and I haven't even had it for a year yet. I do not
recall any problems we have had with our vehicle, it has amazing gas mileage in town and on
the highway. Extremely roomy for the entire family and even leftover space for items we want to
bring with us on our travels. The air-conditioning works well, and the heating. It has individual
vents for each person and it is very easy to control. It has DVD players, built in Bluetooth
headphones, and a great stereo system in it. I absolutely love going on road trips in this vehicle.
In the 10 years we have had it, we have only had to do small repairs, tires, brakes, and services.
I highly recommend this vehicle for all families. VW vehicles always have a lot of issues, my
vehicle has had one problem after another ever since we purchased it. Issues with the battery
cables staying on, transmission, the TV's not working. Worst part is that every part is very
expensive to replace. Love my van! So roomy. Seats fold down easily. Plenty of room for family.
Auto doors are amazing. DVD players great for the kids, along with the headphones. Plenty of
cupholders which is great! I do wish the backup camera were brighter. It is really hard to see
most times. Constant ac breakdown. Since we've owned it, we've had to repair it every summer.
It blows hot air in any setting. Repairs do not let it last for a whole summer. Planning on
replacing it this year and not planning on going back to VW. Another issue has been gas cap.
Sensor is overactive and shows as the gas cap loose. Repair shop wasn't a able to fix his Many
other occasional small issues. Ready to move on to another minivan. It is a very comfortable
vehicle. Decent in gas. Sir works well. Very reliable. All the bells and whistles the seats folks
into the floors and it had automatic doors. The only thing I would change is the tire size. They

have 17's on them. That is unnecessary. Engine issue but it turns on but unable to drive far.
Everything else in the car work fine. It had 3 TV and adjustable seats and automatic doors. Very
reliable and great on gas. I took a 4 hour trip to Dallas from house on 1 tank of gas and it was
still above the quarter tank line. Only thing that could be better is pick up speed when you start
but after that it's a smooth ride. It has amazing handling feature when turning and great for long
rides. The engine has overheated twice in the last year. It seems to have a leak in the radiator.
My husband has been able to fix it himself, so it has not been a huge cost. Other than that it is a
very reliable car. It has plenty of passenger seating and cargo space for my lifestyle. Very
reliable van. Mechanic says it is vehicle from hell. Had break system replaced after over , miles
which needed lots of tweaking to get back to working correctly. Now like new. Hit deer and
machines fixed it to be like new. Paint job. Only thing happened was some senor messed up so
took longer to figure out what happened with airbag sensor in door. That had never went off
until after they fixed van. Have regular maintains at every recommended miles. Drove from east
coast to west coast twice very nicely and all along east coast very well. Does the gas mileage as
stated when bought. Averages about mpg. Wished VW never stopped making them. Would love
another. It is made to last. Great 4 Large family or cargo space. This vehicle is very comfortable.
I feel like it is also reliable as well. Very spacious and very easy to drive considering it is a larger
vehicle. Good turning radius. Power steering. Good gas mileage. Easy to get small kids in and
out of. Has a few small electrical issues but nothing terrible. The brake light comes on even if
the emergency break is not being used. Sometimes the sliding door gets stuck. But other than
that it is a great car! The main thing that attracted me to my car was its bonus features like
heated seats for cold winter days, two DVD players with headphones for car rides, lots of cup
holders and a touch screen radio with 12 stations also a built in GPS navigation system, now for
the interior and driving features, it's got 4 wheel drive and an easy to navigate steering wheel
great brake system and easy joystick to navigate park neutral etc! My car has great mileage and
cruise control as well the tires are very smooth and hold up great it's very easily moved with the
easy gas pedal! Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert
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Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. SEL Premium. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Kathleen M wrote on January 3, Sam wrote on November 10, Jackie M wrote on October
26, Cody G wrote on October 12, Oscar D wrote on October 4, Nina K wrote on September 30,
Anna E wrote on September 11, Faby T wrote on September 11, MaLeisa H wrote on September
11, Amanda J wrote on September 11, Molly L wrote on September 11, Jen V wrote on
September 11, Grace M wrote on September 11, Jo H wrote on September 8, Monica G wrote on
August 21, Stephanie B wrote on August 8, Ella B wrote on August 7, Deanna S wrote on August
5, Regine W wrote on July 29, Jeff S wrote on July 18, Stephanie C wrote on July 16, Kimberly L
wrote on June 7, Sarah D wrote on February 26, Hayley W wrote on September 19, Continue to
Overview.

